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	Over 70 practical recipes to gain operational data intelligence with Splunk Enterprise


	About This Book

	
		Learn how to use Splunk to effectively gather, analyze, and report on the operational data across your environment
	
		Expedite your operational intelligence reporting, be empowered to present data in a meaningful way, and shorten the Splunk learning curve
	
		Easy-to-use recipes to help you create robust searches, reports, and charts using Splunk



	Who This Book Is For


	This book is intended for users of all levels who are looking to leverage the Splunk Enterprise platform as a valuable operational intelligence tool. The recipes provided in this book will appeal to individuals from all facets of a business – IT, Security, Product, Marketing, and many more!


	What You Will Learn

	
		Search, report on, and visualize operational intelligence data
	
		Enrich operational data with lookups and workflows
	
		Model and accelerate data and perform pivot-based reporting
	
		Build real-time, scripted, and other intelligence-driven alerts
	
		Summarize data for longer term trending, reporting, and analysis
	
		Build a fully featured Splunk operational intelligence application
	
		Integrate advanced JavaScript charts and leverage Splunk's API



	In Detail


	This book contains over 70 practical, task-oriented recipes to build up your knowledge of Splunk's many features which you can apply to real-world operational intelligence scenarios.


	Right from the first chapter, you will follow recipes that progressively build upon one another. The recipes provided will demonstrate methods to expedite delivery of intelligence reports and empower you to present data in a meaningful way through dashboards and by applying visualizations available in Splunk Enterprise. You will also delve deeply into your data with transactions, subsearching, concurrency, and more advanced search commands.
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Artificial Intelligence with UncertaintyCRC Press, 2007
The information deluge currently assaulting us in the 21st century is having a profound impact on our lifestyles and how we work. We must constantly separate trustworthy and required information from the massive amount of data we encounter each day. Through mathematical theories, models, and experimental computations, Artificial Intelligence with...
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Flavonoids: Chemistry, Biochemistry and ApplicationsCRC Press, 2005


	It is with great pleasure that we accepted the offer by CRC Press to assemble and edit this

	compilation of reviews on flavonoids and their properties and functions for the present

	volume. We considered the volume timely in that the last book of this general type, The

	Flavonoids—Advances in Research Since 1986 (edited by...
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Information Assurance: Dependability and Security in Networked Systems (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Networking)Morgan Kaufmann, 2007
In todays fast paced, infocentric environment, professionals increasingly rely on networked information technology to do business. Unfortunately, with the advent of such technology came new and complex problems that continue to threaten the availability, integrity, and confidentiality of our electronic information. It is therefore absolutely...
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Advances in Cancer Research, Volume 99Academic Press, 2007

	The Advances in Cancer Research series provides invaluable information on the exciting and fast-moving field of cancer research. This volume presents outstanding and original reviews on a variety of topics including RUNX Genes in Development and Cancer; The RNA Continent; The c-myc Promoter; Designer Self-Assembling Peptide Nanofiber...
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Anisotropic Metal Chalcogenide Nanomaterials: Synthesis, Assembly, and Applications (SpringerBriefs in Materials)Springer, 2019

	
		This book explores the recent advances in designing and synthesizing one- and two-dimensional metal chalcogenide nanostructures, along with their practical applications, helping readers understand what has happened, and what is currently happening in the field of nanotechnology. It also includes a comprehensive table showing...
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High Performance Computing in Science and Engineering ' 05Springer, 2005
Extragalactic jets emerge from the cores of bright elliptical galaxies (1). This
is the result of extensive observations on nearby radio galaxies (e.g. 2). Radio
galaxies have, however, been found up to redshifts in excess of five and are
associated with an enormous release of energy, exceeding 1040 watts (3, 4).
Many...
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